Increases expected in student financial aid

By MARK BOENNIGHAUSEN
Staff Reporter

Ronald Russo, vice-president for student financial aid for the past three years, says that the University's student financial aid program is doing well. "All of the indicators are encouraging," he says, indicating that there will be a large increase in financial aid within the next few years, to a total of $81 million by 1985.

The PACE report calls for a threefold increase in financial aid to Notre Dame. Russo, anticipating Notre Dame's financial capability, is confident that the University will be able to meet the financial needs of students. Russo also expects that the University will provide more scholarship assistance for students when more money becomes available.

Russo also acknowledges that there will "always be a need for federal money." He notes that the University and federal government have already agreed to a plan for federal aid distribution to students. Russo says that the University will continue to rely on federal aid, but he also acknowledges that there will be "always" a need for federal money.

The expected increase in financial aid will probably help the recruitment of more students. Russo says, "We are very optimistic about the future." He believes that the University will continue to attract quality students with this increased financial aid. Russo also says that the University will continue to attract quality students with this increased financial aid.

Saint Mary's elections

Candidates state platforms

By ANNE MONASTYRSKI
Campaign Campus Reporter

Editor's note. The following is the second of a two-part series on the candidates for Saint Mary's Class of '83.
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The Office of Development will play an important role in increasing the financial aid. Russo has already noted an increase in the efforts of the development office, which has raised $6 billion for the University, and has one of its top priorities from the top priority.
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Two student chemical engineers, at Notre Dame, Mary Graziano and Amy Weyers, both freshmen, are the recipients of $1,000 Westinghouse Berkeley Lamme Scholarship administered by the Society of Women Engineers this year. SWE is a professional and educational service organization of graduate engineers and men and women with equivalent engineering experience. As part of its national educational activities, SWE administers approximately 25 scholarships annually to women majoring in engineering at accredited college. The Westinghouse Berkeley Lamme Scholarships, first awarded in 1975, are for entering freshmen women to attract them to the field of engineering. They are supported jointly by a gift from the Westinghouse Educational Foundation and are in memory of the first woman engineer employed by Westinghouse. Graziano and Weyers received the majority of the four freshman scholarships. Both were valedictorians of their high school classes.

Modeling training procedures for psychologists working with the elderly are detailed in a new book co-edited by a Notre Dame graduate and published by the American Psychological Association. Entitled Psychology and the Older Adult: Challenges for a New Paradigm, the book presents plans for educational developments and training programs proposed during the five-day Conference on Training Psychologists for Work in Aging in Boulder, Colo. in June 1981. Its editors are John Santos, professor of psychology and director of Notre Dame's program in Gerontological Education, Research and Services, and Gary Vandell, director of Policy Studies for the American Psychological Association. Santos said the book has been distributed to training programs, state training programs, university psychology departments and community mental health centers throughout the country. "The book outlines what we think should be done and how it should be done, as recommendations grew from the conference meetings," Santos said. — The Observer

Senator Richard E. Lugar, (R-Ind.) recently announced that he has hired Notre Dame graduate Ann McKinney of Zionsville to fill a position as staff assistant in his Washington office. McKinney, 22, earned a degree in government and foreign language. She served as an intern in Lugar's office during the summer of 1981. She is also the daughter of Indiana Pacers' coach Jack McKinney. "I'm positive that Ann McKinney will make a fine addition to my Washington staff," Lugar said. "Her duties will include meeting with constituents who visit Washington or come for business. She is bright, articulate and has keen understanding of government, not to mention Indiana's favorite sport." — The Observer

Indiana is more attractive to manufacturers than the five other Great Lakes states, according to a national study. The study, conducted by a Chicago-based accounting firm, Alexander Grant & Co., and the Conference of State Manufacturers' Association, is offered to manufacturers who are considering building new plants in the region. "It provides a business with one tool that can be used as an initial step when considering locating new plants," said James A. Sill, president of the conference. Sill emphasized that the study is not intended as a "military" report, but as a "road map" for the manufacturer, Indiana ranked first in five categories and last in two when compared with the other Great Lakes states — Illinois, Ohio, Michi­ gan and Minnesota. Indiana was No. 1 in the region for having the lowest state and local government debt, averaging $789 per person, the lowest figure in the nation. — AP

Well, it's campus election time again and the two campuses have signed a collective vote. Apathy has never been greater. Ask a student how he or she feels about apathy and the answer is likely to be, "Who cares?"

So far the biggest news about this year’s election is the lack of news. There is a lack of original ideas on the candidates' platforms, voter turnout is the lowest in years, and the candidates are trying to avoid challenging the existing power structure on campus. The only major issue that seems to be getting any coverage is the student boycott of overseas trips. The platforms emphasize the mundane. In fact, many sound like consumer advocates or social welfare agencies.

Take Tim Connolly and Jim Luce. When asked about the need for a student center, they dismissed it as being five to ten years down the road. Instead, they boosted their plans for a new and expanded Notre Dame student union vote. The experiment is being conducted by the Student Activities Office. — The Observer

The Thomas More Society of Notre Dame invites you to a lecture by BISHOP JOSEPH CROWLEY "Vatican II on the Layman's Role in the Professional World" Wed. 8:15 pm 115 O'Shaughnessy Mock Stock Market Feb. 7 thru March 4 In lobby of Hurley Bldg.
Changes in elections effect improvements

BY TONI RUTHERFORD
Campus Campus Reporter

Changes have been made in the election procedures at Saint Mary's, according to Monica Gugle, election commissioner.

Differences include the information tickets that were run this year before platforms were turned in. The old system involved leaving rooms in LeMann and Holy Cross open for freshmen; Hocter plans on collecting student feedback and discussing it with the ad hoc board before decisions are made.

Also considered were different ballots pertaining to dorm and off campus. But they decided against implementing this move because it would "contribute to the segregation housing is trying to overcome by leaving rooms open," said Hocter.

Soccer plans to work more closely with Saint Mary's security to implement new safety regulations. Hocter also wishes to increase the students' awareness of things to regard for the means available for safety.

It has been found that the Saint Mary's that President's Council is not effective. In restructuring the student government, Hocter plans to abolish the HPC, while keeping a representative with Notre Dame's HP. She also plans to make the student affairs planning board a student representative.

Communication is not an active part of her campaign because she did not feel it was necessary to publicize it. "We assume that students know it if it is something we would do," said Hocter. "We've really felt that the administration was behind this in a majority of cases.

Because we are a small school, working with the administration and communication is not a problem."

Hocter also hopes to keep communication with students open. "They'll have more channels and newsletters. Rather than send a campaign flyer every month," Hocter plans on handing out calendar books at the beginning of the new school year.

The candidates also hope to prove the academic linkage between faculty and students by expanding career days. Other plans include working with seniors on career development for a more structured approach. "It's a lot of asking and pleading. We've been real lucky seeing some dreams realized. Changing the parietals system was a big issue, and the security council is a very important also.

This year has gone by tremendously fast," Elaihe said. "We've been so busy dealing with some issues, looking at the whole picture."

"I really feel that I've learned a lot," Kathy added. "I've learned what it means to be a representative of the student body."

When asked about the platform they ran on, Beth said, "We've been really lucky seeing some dreams realized. Changing the parietals system and the new Hagger dorms system were big issues. It's been very important also.

We did get a call last night that clarified the deadline, and they went out and knocked on a few more.

Behind those doors lay members of a basically disinterested student body, Burke said. Only 45 percent of the students voted despite the widely accessible polling places. "This would be a terrible forecast for a national election, but on a college campus it's nothing to write home about.

Burke blames the disinterest on the limited role given to student government. "Student government in the areas where it's most needed," she said. "It's a lot of asking and pleading. There are a lot of good people here; I don't know why they don't get involved more.

Had the voter turnout been high, Burke and the new students might have won on the first ballot. A candidate needs 50 percent of the vote for a win to avoid a runoff between the top two vote-getters. Burke and Younchak got 40 percent.

"Had another 50 come out and voted for it, we would have won over the top," said Burke. "We were pouring on strong off-campus support. Only about 50 of 2,000 off campus people voted. That was disappointing."

"Not nerve-wracking, but nervew," Burke describes election day. All the candidates got a call at 3:30 that night from the campaign chairman giving them the results and announcing the runoffs scheduled two days hence.

"I was pretty much in the dark," Kathy said. "I had a pretty good idea. Burke and Younchak got 16 percent more than Borchers-Burns. Immediately after the phone call, they got back out to knocking on more doors. They campaigned that night and again the next day. "People had already voted about four times (presidential, senate, referendums)," said Burke. "We were worried that they wouldn't get out and vote again."

Burke and Younchak swept the Tower Quad on their way to a 60 percent victory. Once again they had to wait for 2:30 p.m. phone call to find out if they had won.

"I didn't handle the transition period very well," said Burke. "I almost wished I was being too soon in too soon."

"I think people know how the game works and how to pave the way for the new president. He has the two-fold job of wrapping up his own projects and helping to make a smooth transition for the next president."

Borchers-Burns comparisons...special Valentine's Day Arrangement...Volunteers are still needed and interested persons are asked to contact Lila Hoffman of Monroe at 259-3356. Anyone interested in attending the banquet should call the campus Oversig on Courant and should also call the Campus Oversig at this time.

The complete listing of available tapes will be printed in tomorrow's issue.
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In elections

Burke explains nervousness

BY KEVIN BINGER
News Staff

If the student body president can't contain his excitement today as people start to head for the polls, the current President Lloyd Burke would sympathize completely.

Burke and Student President Bob Younchak ran almost the final day, last Tuesday, and found out what a big campus this is.

Out of 1,700 doors on campus, Burke estimates that he and Younchak knocked on at least 1,000. But because of a type in the campaign rules, they finally quit campaigning at noon on Sunday, rather than at midnight. But they got a call later that night clarifying the deadline, and they went out and knocked on a few more.

Behind those doors lay members of a basically disinterested student body, Burke said. Only 45 percent of the students voted despite the widely accessible polling places. This would be a terrible forecast for a national election, but on a college campus it's nothing to write home about.

Burke blames the disinterest on the limited role given to student government. "Student government in the areas where it's most needed," she said. "It's a lot of asking and pleading. There are a lot of good people here; I don't know why they don't get involved more.

Had the voter turnout been high, Burke and the new students might have won on the first ballot. A candidate needs 50 percent of the vote for a win to avoid a runoff between the top two vote-getters. Burke and Younchak got 40 percent.

"Had another 50 come out and voted for it, we would have won over the top," said Burke. "We were pouring on strong off-campus support. Only about 50 of 2,000 off campus people voted. That was disappointing."

"Not nerve-wracking, but nervew," Burke describes election day. All the candidates got a call at 3:30 that night from the campaign chairman giving them the results and announcing the runoffs scheduled two days hence.

"I was pretty much in the dark," Kathy said. "I had a pretty good idea. Burke and Younchak got 16 percent more than Borchers-Burns. Immediately after the phone call, they got back out to knocking on more doors. They campaigned that night and again the next day. "People had already voted about four times (presidential, senate, referendums)," said Burke. "We were worried that they wouldn't get out and vote again."

Burke and Younchak swept the Tower Quad on their way to a 60 percent victory. Once again they had to wait for 2:30 p.m. phone call to find out if they had won.

"I didn't handle the transition period very well," said Burke. "I almost wished I was being too soon in too soon."

"I think people know how the game works and how to pave the way for the new president. He has the two-fold job of wrapping up his own projects and helping to make a smooth transition for the next president."

Saint Mary's SBP recalls election

BY GRETCHEN PICHLER
News Staff

It has been an extremely long and frustrating year for the student body president of Saint Mary's Col- lege, and last night Kathy and her running mate Bob Younchak found out that they had lost to the Hoc- ter and Beth Tiege, net to receive many cards and getaways, which will be her primary duty.

The other vice president on the Hocter ticket is junior Madeleine Hoch, the brunch chairperson for Junior Parents Weekend. She was also active with Sophomore Parents' Weekend and was named the student representative to the Pre-Law Society.

The candidates also hope to improve the academic liaison between faculty and students by expanding career days. Other plans include working with seniors on career development for a more structured approach. "It's a lot of asking and pleading. We've been very lucky seeing some dreams realized. Changing the parietals system was a big issue, and the security council is a very important also.

This year has gone by tremendously fast," Elaihe said. "We've been so busy dealing with some issues, looking at the whole picture."

"I really feel that I've learned a lot," Kathy added. "I've learned what it means to be a representative of the student body."

When asked about the platform they ran on, Beth said, "We've been really lucky seeing some dreams realized. Changing the parietals system was a big issue, and the security council is a very important also. This year has gone by tremendously fast," Elaihe said. "We've been so busy dealing with some issues, looking at the whole picture."

"I really feel that I've learned a lot," Kathy added. "I've learned what it means to be a representative of the student body."

Kathy remembers election night. "I was very relieved. I was happy the campaign was over and I was ready to get started. Elaine came up with a congratulatory flower. It was a nice touch," Elaine laughed as she remembered hearing about her victory. "I was in the shower. Someone came in and asked if the new vice president of student affairs was in. I was really excited; the whole day had been really tense." Kathy remembers their first interview with The Observer. "The only open place was in the back of LeMann Hall — next to the men's restrooms! It was pretty uncom- fortable, all of us setting in that little 6x6 box. Then, after the interview was over, the interviewer realized the bad idea he had to record tapes.

"He asked why she chose not to run again. Kathy answered, 'I'm not running again because I think I had my time here, and now I want to go to work with my class. It's time for someone else to have a big thing this is; but I think Elaine will do a very good job.' Beth added, 'There are a lot of good people here; and it's good to have a different ap- proach, a different point of view.'

"We three have worked really well together," Kathy added. "It's been a good year because we've taken our jobs seriously, but with a lot of humor. We've laughed with each other."
LEAVE THE ENTERTAINMENT TO US!

Omega Productions, Inc. is now opening their Mobile Music Division. We can provide any type of music for any type of event. Parties are our specialty. Custom music programming is available. Call 844-8100 and ask for Brad or Fred, respectively.

From Bolivia

Barbie extradited to Paris

PARIS (AP) — The arrest of former Gestapo officer Klaus Barbie has revived painful, 60-year-old memories of French collaboration with the Nazis and stirred recrimination over French policies toward war criminals.

Barbie, sentenced to death twice in absentia by p...
Resolutions involving weight, tuition, parking and student ath-
letes, the completion of the flooring at Stiper Center and the main-
tenance of campus grounds were ap-
proved at last night's Student Senate meet-
ing. According to student senate was re-
signed a 11 1/2 hour priority on many main-
tenance and small improvement items and further resolution. This
statement required that sidewalks be installed in several heavily used
paths throughout campus and that lighting be added to increase security, espe-
cially along the tennis courts behind the Art 5.

This resolution also proposed that cable TV be installed on campus and that the drainage system be incorporated to eliminate flooding. Other suggestions in-
cluded that the road to Carroll Hall be paved and maintained and the
parking D 6 be drained and filled.

Linda Powers, student union academic commissioner, spoke to the Student Senate concerning ideas for upcoming lectures. She said that while lectures are correctly attended, the Student Union is unable to pay for lectures by better known speakers.

Powers also stated that the Student Union budgets $50,000 for ten lectures. She also estimated advertising expenses, leaves only $45,000 per lecture. She pointed out that top lecturers are demanding $10,000 and above per engagement.

Discussion of this issue cen-
tered around the possibility of engaging fewer lecturers and thus be able to pay more per lecture, and the possibilities of charging a small admission fee for well-known speakers.

Powers also stated that the "su-
ter Union has contacted Ted Torner about the possibility of lecturing at Notre Dame this spring. The next student union speaker will be "Thomas Murray, the original "Brubaker," on February 17 at the new Center for Social Concerns.

In other Student Senate business, the senate's response to the recently released PACE report was discussed. The Senate found that "the overrid-
ing goals and recommendations (included in the mission of the Uni-
versity) are well-founded."

The Senate supports the PACE report's goal "to keep Notre Dame competitive in an economically feasible man-
ner. However, the Senate also recommends that the report specifically indicate which areas are most in need of modernization."
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 consumes, and the addition to the employed rolls of military personnel.

Janet L. Norwood, BLS commissioner, told Congress Friday that the purpose of such tampering is to remove temporary statistical changes that blur the longer-term underlying trend. In this year's monthly CPI reports, for example, a rental equivalent was used to subsidize for the price of homes and the cost of mortgages, one reason being criticisms that high rents and changing mortgage costs exaggerated the index. These high costs, critics pointed out, could come from the fact that landlords buy houses or renegotiated mortgages, a relatively small percent of all families owning existing houses, for example, generally weren't affected.

The new standard begins with the January figures, scheduled to be released Feb. 25. Because of a shift in housing rental costs, the readings could prove unfortunate, especially for those trying to prove inflation is.

Mortgage costs, for example, have been falling, and housing prices have almost stabilized. But those who have lived using the old indexes say that rents are posed for a sharp, temporary change. Landlords, among those of larger real estate limited partnerships, are among those with many of thousands of units—argue that the current system does not seem to be very probable. A more likely situation is the effect of second homes, which is due to happen in oil prices at the end of 1984.

Although anything is still possible, a collapse in oil prices, which would result in shock waves being sent through the international monetary system, does not seem to be very probable. A more likely situation is the effect of second homes, which is due to happen soon.
Dear Editor:

The Migrant Farmers of the Ohio Senate are faced with the difficult task of addressing the complex issues surrounding the tomato industry. The Ohio Senate commissioned a study to investigate the earnings and working conditions of migrant farm workers.

According to the report, the average weekly earnings for migrant farm workers in the tomato industry are only $45. This is significantly lower than the federal minimum wage of $7.25.

The study also found that many migrant workers are exposed to hazardous working conditions, including exposure to pesticides and heat stress. These conditions can lead to serious health problems and even death.

In addition, the report highlighted the lack of access to healthcare and educational opportunities for migrant workers. Many workers do not have access to healthcare, and those who do are often unable to afford the necessary medical care.

Furthermore, the study found that migrant workers are often subject to wage theft and labor abuses. Many workers are paid in cash, without a written contract, and are subject to deductions for transportation and housing costs.

The Ohio Senate recognizes the importance of addressing these issues and has committed to working with stakeholders to find solutions. We will continue to advocate for policies that protect the rights of migrant workers and ensure fair wages and safe working conditions.

Thank you for your attention to this important issue.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Chairperson, Ohio Senate Migrant Farmers Commission
Sports Briefs

By The Observer and The Associated Press

Notre Dame-Fordham game for the Feb. 10 game. The game is due to start at 8 p.m. and is available at half price to students at the ACC ticket office. The Irish play the second game of a doubleheader match with Marriott on Holy Cross in the first game. Student tickets are $5. —The Observer

Any remaining participants in the men's under- college men's basketball game should sign up at the Washington office on Holy Cross at the ACC ticket office. The Irish play the second game of a doubleheader match with Marriott on Holy Cross in the first game. Student tickets are $5. —The Observer

Bookstore Basketball

Commissioner Dave Dziedzic has announced a major rule change for this year's tournament. Only one NCA A Division I basketball player, past or present, will be allowed to participate. Registration for Bookstore All will be Thursday, March 10. —The Observer

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in St. Ed's chapel. All are invited —The Observer

Marathon Oil has bought all of the remaining tickets for this Saturday's hockey game against Bowling Green. The company distributed most of the tickets to its dealers. These tickets are sold out. However, there are 500 tickets remaining for students and fans. The tickets can be bought at Gate 10 of the ACC from 9 to 5 every day this week. Game time is 8:00. —The Observer

Women's golf team members are reminded to go to the ACC driving range today for videotaping. —The Observer

Interhall volleyball

Interhall volleyball is beginning. The entry deadline is February 15 at 5 p.m. Because there is a 55-team limit, early sign-up is encouraged. The tournament is open to students, faculty, and staff. It is single elimination with 13- point games per round. The roster maximum is 12 per team per event. A team can be submitted to the NCA A office in the ACC. —The Observer

NHL stars honored to play

UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) — Last year at this time, Denis Potvin was struggling to find himself, lost in his All-Star form. But tonight, he'll be a starter on defense, and the captain of the Prince of Wales team in the 51st National Hockey League All-Star Game.

"I missed the game last year and that's why I played so poorly in this game often enough," said Potvin, who has been in the NHL for 18 years. "This year, you don't go home to show or get what you are expecting to do any different.

Potvin will be there tonight along with three teammates from the New York Islanders, who are hosting the contest. Fellow defenseman David Léger is forwards Mike Bossy and Bryan Trottier also will represent the Isles.

"This year has been much easier for me," he said, recalling that a preseason game injury sidelined him for the entire 1981-82 season. "When you spend all your time as a hockey player working on weights and your whole life is geared toward rehabilitation, you lose the fun.

"Now I look forward to the next week. I feel like I'm in a groove and it makes me feel so much easier.

Each of the All-Stars are in a groove, which is why they are here.

"It's exciting to be recognized as an All-Star, although it hasn't been the foremost thing in my mind," said Chicago Black Hawks goalie Mark Bannerman, who will start for the Clarence Campbell Conference. "Usually, when the All-Star break comes up you watch on your teammates play as you don't have a lot of pride and like to be recognized.

The Campbells will be led by Wayne Gretzky, the Edmonton Oilers center who is a 52-point leader in the NHL scoring parade. Gretzky echoed Potvin's sentiments about the All-Star Game.

"It is a great opportunity to get the best players in the game participati­ng in one game," he said —Denis Denis — The Observer

The Observer welcome classes Mon­day through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. However, classes in the main event must be reviewed by 3 p.m. the business day prior to the meeting. Any class, meeting, club, or other event must be either in person or through on-line services.
In weekend meets

Swimmers glide to wins

By THERON ROBERTS
Sportswriter

The Notre Dame men's swim team extended its win streak to four and lifted its record to 6-2 by swimming past Toledo, 65-48, over the weekend.

Coach Dennis Stark was obviously pleased with the outcome. Usually only a few people on the team would swim and carry the day, but Saturday, everything came together.

Blane Harding was the only double winner for the Irish. He won the 200-yard individual medley and was also part of the winning relay that placed first in the 400-yard medley relay. He joined Paul Benz, Dan Flynn, and Greg Bohdan for the victory.

Briar Case, Al Harding, Bill Green, Gary Severyn, and Tom Bohdan also won individual events for Notre Dame.

Cassy won the 200-yard while Al Harding's time in the 200-yard breaststroke led the field. Green took first in the 50-yard free. Gary Severyn was victorious in the 100-yard breaststroke. Bobdan picked up the final win of the day, getting first place in the 200-yard backstroke.

The next meet for the men swimmers will be against Purdue, tomorrow at 6:00 p.m. at the Rockne Pool.

The women's swimming team had equally good fortune against DePauw, coating a 65-39 victory. Notre Dame won all but one event on its way to the win.

There were two double winners for the Irish women. Mary Amico placed first in both the one and three-meter diving events, and Karen Bixler swam to victories in the 100- and 200-yard breaststroke events.

In addition, other individual winners were Jean Burke (100-yard free), Gamboa (100-yard I.M.), Karen Kowinski (200-yard free), Ray Tikka (100-yard backstroke), Roesler (200-yard fly), Julie Boss (50-yard free), Murtagh (100-yard free), Vesnette Coholoiu (200-yard backstroke), Karen McCarthy (500-yard free), and Valerie Harris (100-yard fly).

The women swimmers evened their record at 5-5 and must get ready to participate in the Indiana Colleges State Meet Saturday in Greensville, Ind.

continued from page 12

Irish coach Bruno was satisfied with his team's showing at Biola but was especially pleased with the performances of Fisher and Golic because their victories over these nationally-ranked opponents will help the Irish at the Midwest Regionals.

"I think we beat one of those guys, it's good for us because it helps us in the regional seeding," says Bruno.

It will give the Irish more advantage in matches at the end of the month at the University of Kentucky when they compete in the Midwest Regionals.

Bruno cited Golic's win over the Cal Poly wrestler as a prime example of how Notre Dame will benefit. Because Bruno showed the way as the Irish, Notre Dame will get a better seeding at the heavyweight slot.

But Bruno was most pleased by the way that his team, composed of mostly freshmen and sophomores, stood the test on the Coast trip.

"The level of competition was as high as we had anticipated it would be, and it was a good sign for our program is at," said Bruno. "I really think that we have a lot of potential."

"Crown and Golic's doing as well as it has been a good sign," continued Bruno. "Anyone who can win a couple is doing very good. And Fisher was part of the good year that we've had from Las Vegas is certainly excellent because we've had him for almost a year."

IRISH ITEMS -- The Irish wrestlers next travel to the Wisconsin Invitational Tournament Saturday. The 20- or 22-team tournament will feature such teams as Drake (who has won the tournament the last two years), Marquette, Augsburg, and host Wheaton ... Doug Skinner, just returning from arthroscopic surgery, has moved into the 150 lb. spot previously held by Scott Benvenista, who went out with a serious neck injury. Skinner beat Louis Canevasc in a wrestledown when the latter wanted to move down to 150 from 158. The Irish wrestlers spent part of Sunday at Disneyland free of charge. As a result, Saint Mary's put up 100 yards from the 200-yard free, Karen McCarthy (500-yard free), and Valerie Harris (100-yard free).

The women swimmers evened their record at 5-5 and must get ready to participate in the Indiana Colleges State Meet Saturday in Greensville, Ind.
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A large number of sports events have taken place throughout the year in Sarajevo, with the Olympic torch being lit at the soccer stadium to open the 14th Winter Olympic Games in this city. The organizers have had to put up for the biggest sports events ever held in this country.

Shari Matvey, the Notre Dame women's basketball record book, program, tuition for enrollment in a graduate and does not elect to go. Cali Franca's pendulum judging organization whose decisions are final Prize is one year's college tuition for one person. Eligible drawing will be held on April 15, 1983.

March 7, 1983 and mail entries received by March 31, 1983 to be mechanically reproduced entries. All entries must be deposited by hand printing your name and complete address and the word 10046. In addition, print the full name of your college on the lower.

OFFICIAL RULES
Cafe Amaretto Sweepsstakes, Dept. 059, P.O. Box 37, New York, NY 10046. In a drawing will be held at your participating college bookstore. Special bonus: 100 handcrafted roses will be handed out at par.

GRAND PRIZE: One student will win a free full-year's tuition. SECOND PRIZE: On each college campus, one winner will receive $50 towards a romantic dinner for two. SPECIAL BONUS: On Valentine's Day, the first 100 students who bring their entry forms to their campus bookstore will receive a red "silk" rose.

continue from page 12

exploding on us. I've had a taste of something different every year. "When we went Division I, we got out of playing in Division II, it was a big surprise. We held up a lot about it all (freshmen) year, but when we were told (after ND's appearance in the national tournament), we couldn't believe it." An alumna who remembers the "old days" is 1980-81 captain, and fellow member of the 1981 academic all-America team, Maggie Lally. "I can't believe they've brought it this far this season," said Lally at a recent Irish women's game. "And while I always thought Shari had the ability (to play Division I ball), her improvement has been incredible." "She is one of the best natural athletes I've ever had," says DelTomaso. "She certainly has the tools to play in Division I, and she's become one of the mainstays of a Division I team. She's more consistent, and has learned to a lot of different things, especially on defense. In that respect, she's a much better player now than she was three years ago." The transition hasn't been easy for Matvey. Learning defense was simple. It was a challenge for a new player who, at Austinstine Fitch High School, another school for girls.

HELP!
Ombudsman needs volunteers to answer phones for 1 hour a week. Help answer N.D.'s questions and complaints.
Call 239-6283 and help OBSU help the campus.

During the Olympics, officials expect about 50,000 visitors daily in Sarajevo. With only one new hotel to be completed this fall with "6" beds, the architects are hoping to house most of the guests in private homes.

Whether this work will out will remain to be seen in Sarajevo, but it's possible that a management problem has been solved.

An Olympic village is under construction and is due to be finished this fall. But some teams have been told the coaches may have to stay in downtown hotels instead of being teamed together. No reason for this change was given. Architects should be housed at another newly built complex of hotels.

While the events this winter were meant to be a major test in advance of the 1984 Olympics, the facilities set up were temporary, so results were inconclusive in advance.

Newsmen worked out of a temporary press center, at which the accident officials did not work between 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. The Olympic village was 644 yards away from time.
Berke Breathed
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The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1. Italian tourist
city (7)
2. Prepare for a bout
city
3. Learn over
4. Birds collectively
5. Bay window
6. Champagne
cooler
7. Caviar
8. Cattle, parts
9. Wound
10. City on skirts
22. Skirt folds
24. A Gershwin
25. Preparers for a bout
city
26. Sparsely
28. Pier area
31. Normally
city
32. Allen or Frome
34. California
39. Acting
40. May or
Hatfield
41. Captivate
42. Waiving
machine
43. Cosmetic
44. Flax
45. Inglis
46. Film
47. Eye
48. Replace
49. Suggestion
50. Wise open
51. Woodwind
instrument
52. Formerly
53. Slavery
54. Addition
55. Equal
56. Used up
57. Ordered
to depart

DOWN
1. Rate of
progress
2. Clare's name
3. Doorway for
delivery
4. Amorous
one
6. Golf club
7. Pot covers
8. Pipe
9. Untidiness
10. Penny
pitchers
11. Furniture
item
12. Dog fuel
13. Goes ashley
athlete
14. Replace
15. Suggestion
16. Wise open
17. Woodwind
instrument
18. Formerly
19. Slavery
20. Addition
21. Equal
22. Used up
23. Ordered
to depart

Monday's Solution
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Reminder: it's almost spring:
Daffodils .50
Daisies 1.95
Bouquets 4.00
Crocus Plants 3.25
At The Irish Gardens
Hours: 12:30-5:30 Dial M-2-M (6867)

Go skiing for the night
with the Student Union!
Where? Swiss Valley Ski Resort in Michigan
When? This Friday, Feb 11
What time? 5 pm - 11:15 pm
How much? $12 includes lift, rentals, and transportation
Tickets are on sale at the record store, 1st floor, LaFortune
Optional beginners lesson $1
Saint Mary's basketball player Mary McQuillan puts up a shot against Valparaiso last night in the Angela Athletic Facility. The Bells lost the game. McQuillan was later taken to the hospital after suffering some injuries. For more on the game, see Dave Irwin's story at the right. (Photo by Lucian Niemeyer)

The first 'franchise'
Maytev brings Irish head top

By MIKE RICCARDI
Sports Writer

The name is in the school's record book, 50 times.

The player has had the highest scoring season at Notre Dame since the departure of all-American Andrea Danforth.

The player has been named an academic All-America, and has had a distinguished career.

The player is Shari Maytev, which shouldn't be a surprise. She is an exceptional blend of finesse, grace, and skill, who, in her first two years with the Irish, has been the focal point of the team.

"She played more aggressive on offense than she ever has," says Coach Mentor. "She's been looking for that all year long.

Cindy Short added eight points and seven rebounds. Trisha Nolan chipped in eight points, six of them a result of a steal against Valparaiso.

"It's amazing to get caught up in the rivalry of the Notre Dame basketball program, it has been in, really, a very short period of time.

In 1971, Digger Phelps' first season, the Irish lost to Inland Empire 77-70. Phelps was not impressed with his team that night.

"We have nothing to be ashamed of," said Saint Mary's head coach Mike Rouse. "We played well and made some mistakes against Valparaiso."

Saint Mary's defeated Thomas More (Ky.), 74-61, in the consolation game of the Hanover tournament to move the Irish into the NCAA playoffs. The Irish women's basketball program has been on a roll since 1980, and it was just an overwhelming effort.

Can lightning strike twice?